Froebelian School
FI Weekly Newsletter
23 September 2021
Dear Parents,
We seemed to have been able to do so much this week, even with the 3-day weekend. Form I have
been busy learning about Prehistoric Britain and finding their own facts about the stone age in our
topic lessons, which we are going to turn into some nonfiction writing. They have continued to enjoy
their Netball lesson on a Tuesday and their Tennis lessons on Thursdays, and started a new line of
study in Science all about nutrition and food, as well as French, singing, RE and Drama. We are
continuing to work on organisation especially packing bags, handing in homework, following
instructions first time. I am pleased to say some pupils already are taking greater responsibility for
their things.
Reminders • Please can planners be checked and signed for Monday.
• We are continuing to listen to readers, please can all reading done at home be documented
in your pupil’s planner.
Please see below for learning taken place this week:
English – This week, Form I have been looking at if they should use ‘a’ or ‘an’ article before an
adjective or a noun. We have looked at the most common rule which involves vowels and
consonants such as “a horse, an apple” but also the exceptions to this rule with vowel and
consonant sounds such as “an heir and a unicorn” all pupils understood that when they say the
article and word allowed sometimes it doesn’t sound right.
Maths – This week, we have been developing our place value skills and looking at rounding numbers
to the next multiple of 10. We have looked at rules for this and used number lines to help us where
necessary. All pupils were able to round 2-digit numbers to the next multiple of 10 and some started
using this skill to round to 100 and even started to estimate additions and subtractions.

Have a lovely weekend we look forward to see you at open day.
Mr Finan, & Mrs Jackson
Calendar Dates –
September
Mon 26 European Day of Languages
Weds 28 FPTA AGM 7pm

